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Abstract: Periodic pattern detection in time-series is an important data mining task. Detecting the periodicity of outlier patterns might 
be more important in many sequences than the periodicity of regular, more frequent patterns. Patterns which repeat over a period of 
time are known as periodic patterns. Outlier Pattern are those which occur unusually or surprisingly. In this paper, I present the 
development of anenhanced suffix tree-based algorithm capable of detecting the periodicity of outlier patterns in a time series using 
MAD (Median Absolute Deviation) is presented. An existing algorithm makes use of mean values, which is inefficient. Use of MAD 
increases the output of these algorithms and gives more accurate information. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Data mining, as a powerful knowledge discovery tool, aims 
at modelling relation-ships and discovering hidden patterns 
in large databases [1]. Among four typicaldata mining tasks, 
outlier detection is the closest to the initial motivation 
behinddata mining than predictive modelling, cluster 
analysis and association analysis [2].Outlier detection has 
been a widely researched problem in several knowledge 
disciplines, including statistics, data mining and machine 
learning. It is also known asanomaly detection, deviation 
detection, novelty detection and exception mining insome 
literature [3]. Being called differently, all these definitions 
aim at identifyinginstances of unusual behavior when 
compared to the majority of observations.Coming across 
various definitions of an outlier, it seems that no universally 
accepted definition exists. Two classical definitions of an 
outlier include Hawkins [4]and Barnett and Lewis [5]. 
According to the former, “an outlier is an observation,which 
deviates so much from other observations as to arouse 
suspicions that it wasgenerated by a different mechanism", 
whereas the latter defines an outlier is “anobservation (or 
subset of observations) which appears to be inconsistent 
with theremainder of that set of data". The term "outlier" can 
generally be defined as anobservation that is 
significantlydifferent from the other values in a data set. 
Outliers often occur due to the following reasons, which 
make occurrence of anoutlier typically being an indication of 
an error or an event [6]. 
 
• Error. This sort of outliers are also known as anomalies, 

discordant observations, exceptions, faults,defects, 
aberrations, noise, damage or contaminants.They may 
occur because of human errors, instrument errors, 
mechanical faultsor change in the environment. Due to the 
fact that such outliers reduce thequality of data analysis 
and so may lead to erroneous results, they need to 
beidentified and immediately discarded. 

• Event As stated in [4], outliers may be generated by a 
different mechanism", which indicates that this sort of 
outliers belong to unexpected  patterns that do notconform 
to normal behavior and may include interesting and useful 

informationabout rarely occurring events within numerous 
application domains. Therefore,it is worthwhile that such 
outliers would be identified for further investigation. Over 
the years, outlier detection has been widely applied for 
numerous applications domains such as those described 
below: 

• Fraud detection [7]. The purchasing behavior of people 
who steal credit cardsmay be different from that of the 
owners of the cards. The identification of suchbuying 
pattern changes could effectively prevent thieves from a 
long period offraud activity. Similar approaches can also 
be used for other kinds of commercialfraud such as in 
mobile phones, insurance claim, financial transactions etc 
[7]. 

• Intrusion detection [8]. Frequent attacks on computer 
systems may result insystems being disabled, even 
completely collapsing. The identification of 
suchintrusions could find out malicious programs in 
computer operating system andalso detect unauthorized 
access with malicious intentions to computer 
networksystems and so effectively keep out hackers. 

• Environmental monitoring [9]. Many unusual events that 
occur in the naturalenvironment such as a typhoon, 
flooding, drought and ¯re, often have an adverseimpact on 
the normal life of human beings. The identification of 
certain atypicalbehaviors could accurately predict the 
likelihood of these phenomena and allowpeople to take 
effective measures on time. 

• Medical and public health [10]. Patient records with 
unusual symptoms or testresults may indicate potential 
health problems for a particular patient. The identification 
of such unusual records could distinguish instrumentation 
or recordingerrors from whether the patient really has 
potential diseases and so take effectivemedical measures 
in time. 

• Localization and tracking [11]. Localization refers to the 
determination of thelocation of an object or a set of 
objects. The collection of raw data can be usedto calibrate 
and localize the nodes of a network while simultaneously 
tracking amoving target. It is a known fact that raw data 
may contain error, which makeslocalization results not 
accurate and useful. Filtering such erroneous data 
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couldimprove the estimation of the location of objects and 
make tracking easier. 
 

2. Related Work 
 

There are several algorithms that discover the frequent 
periodicpatterns having (user specified) minimum number of 
repetitions or with minimum confidence (ratio between 
numberof occurrences found and maximum possible 
occurrences),e.g., [12]–[15], [19], and [20]. However, not 
much work has beendone for periodicity detection of outlier 
patterns. It is importantto note that surprising, unusual, or 
outlier patterns are differentfrom outlier (values) in the data 
[28]. There are many techniquesto find local and/or global 
outliers in the data, but outlier or surprising patterns are 
different from others patterns. For example,in a certain 
sequence, events a andb might not be outliers butthe pattern 
aba (a certain combination of the events) might bean outlier 
pattern. There are few algorithms, e.g., [28] and [31],which 
discover the surprising patterns in time series.Keogh et al. 
[28] presented their suffix tree-based algorithmto mine 
surprising patterns. Their algorithm requires the userto 
supply a “regular” series, which is used for training 
purpose.Patterns in the test data are compared with the 
training dataand those having different expected values are 
qualified as “surprising”patterns. Since the algorithm 
requires the training data,it might not be possible in many 
cases to define the “regular”data; secondly, the algorithm 
only discovers surprising patternswhich are not necessarily 
the periodic patterns. Yang et al. havepresented their so-
called InfoMiner algorithm [29] and its variations[30] which 
discover what they call the “surprising periodic patterns.” 
They define the measure of “surprise” usingtheir notion of 
information gain which gives more significanceto patterns 
involving lesser frequent events and having more 
support(matching repetition). Our algorithm considers the 
relativefrequency of a pattern and the area of its coverage to 
measurethe surprise of a pattern, which is expected to 
capture outlieror unusual patterns more effectively. In 
addition, our algorithm,being based on STNR, is flexible to 
work with noisy data whereperiodic repetitions are not strict; 
it can also detect periodicpatterns in a section of time series. 
Another way to classify the existing algorithms is based 
onthe type of periodicity they detect; some detect only 
symbolperiodicity [12], and some detect only sequence or 
partial periodicity[19], while others detect only full-cycle or 
segmentperiodicity [13]. Our single algorithm can detect all 
the threetypes of periodicity. Earlier algorithms, e.g., [14], 
[16]–[18] requirethe user to provide the expected period 
value, and then checkthe time series for the patterns that are 
periodic with that periodvalue. For example, in power 
consumption time series, a usermay test for weekly, 
biweekly, or monthly periods. However,it is usually difficult 
to provide expected period value; and thisapproach prohibits 
finding unexpected periods, which might bemore useful than 
the expected period.Sheng et al. [19], [20] presented their 
algorithm which isbased on Han’s [12] partial periodic 
patterns algorithm, whichcan detect periodic patterns in a 
section of time series, andutilizes the optimization steps to 
find the dense periodic areasin the time series. However, 
their algorithm, being based onHan’s algorithm, requires the 
user to provide the maximum period value. We argue that 

the maximum period value is difficultto be defined by the 
user and which may lead toward missingsome interesting 
periodic patterns.  
 
The time performance ofChang’s algorithm deteriorates 
when the maximum period valueis changed. The maximum 
period value is more difficult to providewhile discovering 
outlier patterns as these type of patternsmay have large 
period value, for example, the economic turndown pattern 
might have the periodicity of five to ten years.Recently, 
Huang and Chang [13] presented their algorithmfor finding 
asynchronous periodic patterns, where the 
periodicoccurrences can be shifted in an allowable range 
within the timeaxis. This is very similar to how we deal with 
the noisy data byutilizing the time tolerance windowfor the 
periodic occurrences.Finally, it is worth mentioning that one 
of our future researchplans is to expand our efforts into the 
fuzzy time series, whichhas been considered in some recent 
studies, e.g., [17], [18], and [32]. Huarng and Yu [17] 
conducted a study that investigatedthe usefulness of variable 
length intervals in fuzzy timeseries. Theyconcentrated on 
ratio-based lengths of intervalsas an effective choice to 
improve fuzzy time-series forecasting. 
 
They carried out sensitivity analyzes for various percentiles, 
anddemonstrated the applicability, effectiveness, and 
usefulness oftheir approach. In another study, Huarnget al. 
[18] highlightedthe importance of fuzzy time-series models, 
and pointed outhow such model are characterized by the 
need for complicatedmatrix computations. Accordingly, they 
proposed to overcomethe problem by the adoption of a 
multivariate heuristic function that can be integrated with 
univariate fuzzy time-series modelsinto multivariate models. 
Li and Cheng [32] conducted amore recent study of fuzzy 
time series where they realized thatthe work by Sullivan and 
Woodall [33], which is based on aMarkov-based formulation 
and a forecasting model to reducecomputational overhead, 
has limited applicability to handlingonly one-factor 
problems. They expanded the work into a forecastingmodel 
based on the hidden Markov model which allowshandling of 
two-factor forecasting problems. 
 
3. Outlier Periodic Patterns 

 
Outlier periodic pattern are those pattern which are different 
from other patternThe pattern X = abwith period p = 7 isa 
better candidate for outlier pattern in the sequence 

 
S = acbacbaabacbacabacbacabacbacbacb 
0123456 7890123 4567890 12345678901 

 
than the pattern X = abwith period p = 2 in the sequence 
 

S’= acbacbaabababacbacbacbacbacbacba 
0123456 789012 3456789012345678901 

 
If f(X) represents the frequency (repetition count) of the 
pattern X, and segLen(X) represents the segment length of 
therepetitions of X, then X is candidate outlier pattern if 
f(X) < μ(f(Xi)) AND segLen(X) >minSegLen; ∀I           (1) 
such that |Xi | = |X| 
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whereμ(f(Xi)) is the mean of the frequency of all patterns of 
length exactly the same as that of pattern X. The measure of 
surprise of a pattern X is defined as one minus the ratio of 
the frequency of X over the average frequency of all patterns 
with same length as X  

 
surprise(X) = 1 − f(X)/μ(f(Xi)); ∀i such that |Xi | = |X|     (2) 
 
A candidate outlier pattern X is an outlier periodic pattern 
iff 

 
surprise(X)>surprisemin AND conf(X, ist, iend, p)>confmin  
(3) 

 
4. Outlier Periodic Patterns Detection 

Algorithm 
 
The process can be summarized in the following steps: 
• build a suffix tree for the input sequence; 
• annotate the suffix tree such that each internal node 

records the length of the substring it represents (the string 
obtained by tracing from the root till the node) and the 
frequency of the substring in the sequence; 

• build a pattern frequency table (PFT) for recording the 
frequency of patterns of different length (up to the 
maximum pattern length);  

•  identify the candidate outlier patterns; and  
• run STNR for all candidate outlier patterns to output valid 

periodic outlier patterns. 

 
Figure 1: Suffix tree for the string abcabbabb$. 

 
Table 1: PFT for string abcabbabb$ 

l  fall 
:Σ∀if(Xi), |Xi| = l 

Count: 
Σ∀i(Xi), |Xi| = l 

mean: 
fall/count 

1 8 2 4 
2 5 2 2 
3 2 1 2 

 
For periodicity detection, we use Algorithm (which includes 
the basics of STNR) to process the occurrence vectors. 
Briefly, STNR is a distance-based algorithm where a 
candidate period is the difference between two consecutive 
occurrences of a pattern. It traverses the occurrence vector 
once and records the test periods along with their frequency 
which keeps on updating as the occurrence vector is 
traversed. We have only presented the basic STNR 
algorithm to provide an idea of how STNR works; the 
complete algorithm (with time tolerance and maximum 
distance) can be found in [34].Since outlier patterns are 
expected to be rare and may appear with larger period values 

with nonstick periodic repetitions, the time tolerance 
window should also be specified larger than that for frequent 
periodic patterns. We believe that the time tolerance window 
concept is more handy when dealing with outlier periodic 
patterns. Similarly the minimum confidence value should 
also be set lower than that for the frequent periodic patterns. 
 
Algorithm: Occurrence Vector Processing Algorithm 
1: procedure PROCESSOCCURRENCEVECTOR (pattern 
X, listoccur, intminSegLen, realconfmin) 
2: ppre = −5, preCountPerCol= periodCol.Countpreis 
previous period, preCountPerCol is previous countof period 
collection 
3: for m = 0; m<|occur| − 1; m++ do 
4: if m<|occur| − 1 then 
5: p = occur[m + 1] − occur[m], ist=occur[m], iend= 
occur[|occur| − 1] 
6: if ppre = p AND (iend+|X|−ist)>(minSegLen∗ |s|) AND 
Not AlreadyThere(X, ist, iend, p) then 
7: periodCol.add(X, ist, iend, p) Add to testperiod list 
8: end if 
9: ppre= p 
10: end ifVerify current occurrence against test period list 
11: for n = preCountPerCol; n <periodCol.count; n++ 
do 
12: if (periodCol[n].istmod periodCol[n].p) ==(occur[m] 
mod periodCol[n].p) then 
13: Increment period frequency: periodCol[n].f 
14: periodCol[n].iend= occur[n] 
15: end if 
16: end for 
17: end forRemove non-frequent and periods with shorter 
coverage 
18: for y = 0, k =preCountPerCol; k<periodCol.count; k ++ 
do 
19: fmax= 
periodCol[k].iend+1−|X|−periodCol[k].isperiodCol[k].p + 1 
20: conf(X, ist, iend, p) = ffmax 
21: if conf<confminOR (iend+ |X| − ist)>(minSegLen∗  |s|) 
then 
22: periodCol.remove(X, ist, iend, p) 
23: end if 
24: end for 
25: end procedure 
 
5. Use of Median Absolute Deviation 
 
In existing algorithm mean value is used to find out outliers. 
But for various reasons this method is not efficient, this 
reasons are explained in the paper  
 
1. Mean  
Mean of any given data set is derived as follows: 

µ = � yi/n
𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1

 

It is the average value of any given data set. The reasons 
why it is considered a nonrobust estimator are as follows: 1) 
Mean value is highly biased even if there is a single outlier 
and 2) in a large data sets a mean value can be changed even 
though an outlier is removed. So, while using a mean value 
for detecting an outlier an outlier can be considered as a 
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normal data point. This reduces the efficiency of the method 
and makes it a nonrobust estimator. 
 
2. The Median Absolute Deviation (Mad)  
 
The MAD overcomes these problems. In [34], authors have 
illustrated the efficiency of MAD over mean and standard 
deviation with example. Which is given here as follows: The 
median (M) is, like the mean, a measure of central tendency 
but offers the advantage of being very insensitive to the 
presence of outliers. One indicator of this insensitivity is the 
“breakdown point” [ 35]. The estimator's breakdown point is 
the maximum proportion of observations that can be 
contaminated (i.e., set to infinity) without forcing the 
estimator to result in a false value (infinite or null in the case 
of an estimator of scale). For example, when a single 
observation has an infinite value, the mean of all 
observations becomes infinite; hence the mean's breakdown 
point is 0. By contrast, the median value remains unchanged. 
The median becomes absurd only when more than 50% of 
the observations are infinite. With a breakdown point of 0.5, 
the median is the location estimator that has the highest 
breakdown point. Exactly the same can be said about the 
Median Absolute Deviation as an estimator of scale (see the 
formula below for a definition). Moreover, the MAD is 
totally immune to the sample size. These two properties 
have led to describe the MAD as the “single most useful 
ancillary estimate of scale”. It is for example more robust 
than the classical inter quartile range [37], which has a 
breakdown point of 25% only. To calculate the median, 
observation has to be sorted in ascending order. Let us 
consider the previous statistical series: 1, 3, 3, 6, 8, 10, 10, 
and 1000. The average rank can be calculated as equal to (n 
+ 1) / 2 (i.e., 4.5 in our example). The median is therefore 
between the fourth and the fifth value, that is, between six 
and eight (i.e., seven). Calculating the MAD involves 
finding the median of absolute deviations from the median. 
the MAD is defined as follows [36] 

 
MAD=b Mi(ǀxi-mj(xj)ǀ) 

 
where the xj is the n original observations and Mi is the 
median of the series. Usually, b = 1.4826, a constant linked 
to the assumption of normality of the data, disregarding the 
abnormality induced by outliers (Rousseeuw & Croux, 
1993). Calculating the MAD implies the following steps: (a) 
the series in which the median is subtracted of each 
observation becomes the series of absolute values of (1–7), 
(3–7), (3–7), (6–7), (8–7), (10–7), (10–7), and (1000–7), that 
is, 6, 4, 4, 1, 1, 3, 3, and 993; (b) when ranked, we obtain: 1, 
1, 3, 3, 4, 4, 6, and 993; (c) and (d) the median equals 3.5 
and will be multiplied by 1.4826 to find a MAD of 5.1891. 
To calculate MAD all the observations has to be sorted first. 
This can be a huge overhead in large data set. It requires 
preprocessing and it can become time consuming and in 
highly dynamic data it may become more difficult to hold a 
correct value. 
 
6. Working 
 
The algorithm is applied on the time series data set. The data 
values in data set are used to calculate MAD values. This 
calculated MAD value is used to determine surprising values 

from the given data set by comparing them with the MAD. 
Values which are 3 times away from the Median values are 
considered as Outliers. Periodicity of detected outliers are 
calculated by above mentioned Periodicity formula in 
Section IV 
 
7. Conclusion 
 
With this definition, it can also identify outlier patterns that 
may involve some (or all) frequent events, as it check the 
repetitions of combination of events and not just the 
individual events. The experimental results show that the 
proposedalgorithm consistently outperforms the existing 
approach InfoMiner. Additionally a novel algorithm for the 
periodicity detection of outlier, surprising, or unusual 
patterns is shown. It makes use of the MAD value to 
compare relative frequency of the outlier pattern instead of 
mean value which was previously used in the existing 
algorithm. As the mean method is not robust and do not give 
the accurate results. It can easily be affected with the 
presence of outlier. A new measure known as Median 
Absolute Deviation is used to detect outlier instead of mean, 
as it is more efficient compare to mean. It increases the 
accuracy of the existing algorithm. In the carried out 
experiments outliers detected by MAD are more accurate. 
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